
Industry asked the BSA to get Scouts Prepared For Life in the STEM disciplines; but this program has a lot of adult involvement required—we need you to help!
More info can be found at the link shown here.
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1. Do you like “Things that Fly?”  Then you are interested in Science!
2. Do you like Transportation?  Then you are interested in Technology!
3. Do you like to get the most work done with the least effort?  Then you like Engineering
4. When you are at a Cardinals game, do you fill out the stat sheet?  Then you like Mathematics!
And chance are, if you are interested in any of these your Scout will become interested too!
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The BSA has long prepared Scout for Life. One example of this is the number of Eagle Scouts who have had Out-Of-This-World careers with NASA
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Industry asked, and the BSA responded to the STEM skills deficiency by augmenting the already strong STEM opportunities (Activity & Merit Badges, etc) with the NOVA and SuperNova programs.  
Because “going digital” introduces new risks to Scouts, the BSA also added special annual training for Scouts called “Cyber CHIP”.
The BSA is also experimenting with a new program called STEM Scouts—one of the few experimental units is across the river in GSLAC!  We won’t talk more about this alternate program today—we are focused on “traditional” Scouting
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Whether doing NOVA activities or SuperNova “Science Fair” kind of work, Scouts will familiarize themselves with the subject matter, explore it themselves then dig in an Do Something – to apply it to their lives
Ensure that the Scouts do the program that is appropriate for their Age group, and KEEP IT INTERESTING!  Let them leave having surmounted obstacles themselves. 
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The first of the two BSA STEM programs is the NOVA Awards. There are different programs for each type of Scout program, and they do not overlap/cross-pollinate.  Within each, there are four basic tracks aligned to each of the four areas of STEM.  However, more will be added—the Cub Scouts already have an additional three to choose from, and those are more topically oriented.
While the printed books are very helpful, all new / expanded material will only be available online!
Be very careful about what badge to give which Scouts—the border is Blue for Cubs, Red for Scouts, and Green for Venture—not what is shown on the book cover!!
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For more in-depth knowledge of STEM Scouts, can work on their Supernova Award.
- Completing the requirements takes more work and includes some research.
- Most Supernova activities will take several weeks or months to complete.
- They get more difficult as the youth works up through the awards. 
- To work on any level award you must be registered in that program. 
- After completion, Scouts will fill out their Supernova application found on www.scouting.org.
Let’s break down the levels of the awards. 
Cub Scout and Webelos awards are not prerequisites to the Boy Scout awards.  Additionally, the Cub Scout award is not required before earning the Webelos Awards
In order to earn the Einstein Award, the scout MUST be a registered Venturer
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There are many ways for Adults to help deliver a STEM program.  Today we will concentrate on NOVA Counsellor and SuperNova Mentor
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Here are the details about who can do what
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Here is a simple checklist on what you will need to have in order to sign up
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We REALLY need your help—the LCC program is in crisis for lack of Adult registered volunteers
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Please help!
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If you have any questions, please see me afterwards.
More info can be found at the link shown here.
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